
Rain or Shine Theatre Company’s current open air production of ‘Twelfth 
Night’ delighted an appreciative audience enjoying evening sunshine 
in the beautiful setting of Glastonbury Abbey. Director Tom Jordan and 
producer Jayne Lloyd looked to the conventions of Commedia dell'arte 
to bring an element of wild mischief and mayhem to the proceedings. 
Masked musicians and servants – the trickster Zannis - played guessing 
games with each other and us as they wittily demonstrated the revelries 
traditionally presided over by the Lord of Misrule during the Christmas 
celebrations that culminate in Twelfth Night – the occasion for music, 
masked balls, and parties. I very much liked the Zannis costumes; in fact a special word of praise is due to Jayne 
Meekings for some truly inspired, wearable and practical costumes… Malvolio's yellow get-up merited its own 
round of applause! 

Twins Viola and Sebastian were well served by very attractive outfits (far, far better than the beige tights I was 
issued with 50 years ago when I played Viola. I'm not bitter). Playing the twins, Pippa Meekings and John 
Cooper-Evans were well matched. Their resemblance was striking, and their affectionate reunion was very moving. 
Pippa's portrayal of a young woman in love with her employer, pretending to be a young man pressing her lovelorn 
employer's suit, was very well observed and she found all the humour that the part demands.

John Cooper-Evans also played the much put-upon Fabian, exhibiting a great sense of fun when dragged from his slumbers to 
aid and abet Sir Toby Belch, (Matthew Ferriman), Maria (Jane Lloyd), and Sir Andrew Aguecheek (Anthony Young) in their mission 
to take revenge on the officious, puritanical Malvolio (Rob Keeves – who also designed the effective, versatile set). The 
conspirators infused events with incredibly high levels of energy, using the space to great comic effect, with tremendous 
chases and exuberant physical comedy. Sir Andrew had a sweet, touching gullibility, counterbalanced by Maria's sharp wit and 
understandable eye-rolling as the feckless drinking companions lurched from one transgression to another under the disapproving 
eyes of the mistress of the house, Olivia (Emmeline Braefield). 

I have never envied any actor playing Sir Toby, because he is expected to demonstrate an uneasy combination of jolliness, wit, 
drunken bonhomie and grossness. If he is played as a lovable rogue that is at odds with the spiteful unkindness he shows to 
Malvolio (however deserving that functionary might be of being taken down a peg or two). Sir Toby’s exploitation of Sir Andrew 
up until the point where the hapless knight’s money is running out and he is discarded also does him no credit. 

Matthew Ferriman took the brave step of not flinching from Sir Toby's offensiveness, with what I can only describe as a truly 
shocking face-fart, a hideous costume and a wig which looked like a deranged homage to Boris. His Sir Toby was not jolly. There 
is a risk of adding a sour, uncomfortable note to the comedy with that strategy but the play always has to deal with that problem; 
it is well-nigh impossible nowadays not to find Malvolio's humiliation excessive. I was glad that Olivia responded with anger at her 
steward's treatment; I have seen productions where she colludes with the conspirators and I don't think that works. 

Perhaps modern audiences are reasonably sympathetic to Malvolio because, prior to the plot to humiliate him, we hear about his 
insufferable behaviour from his persecutors but actual demonstrations thereof are thin on the ground. Malvolio's attempts to smile 
and beguile Olivia were a joy to watch; on the other hand, Rob Keeves' gathering together of his tattered shreds of dignity was 
difficult to watch. It’s always possible modern sensibilities interfere with our full enjoyment of the robust, broad humour beloved 
by the Elizabethan groundlings. Or maybe it’s just me.

On safer ground, I thoroughly enjoyed Emmeline's Lady Olivia, whose irrepressible sense of humour and lust for life and love 
bubbled over despite her initial sadness. Her expressive face enchanted the audience as she became hopelessly infatuated with 
Cesario/Viola. Her scenes with Pippa Meekings were very funny indeed, as was the duel between Cesario and Sir Andrew. I also 
thoroughly enjoyed Olivia's gorgeous costumes! Orsino (Carlton James) also had a fetching costume; his handsome Duke brought 
passion to a role which can sometimes be a bit mopey, and his lion’s share of the communal role of Feste was served with aplomb.

I thought the music was excellent. Musical director, Matthew Ferriman, brought a modern sensibility to the old songs, and 
arranged them beautifully. The whole cast showed impressive musical ability. One guitar was a little hard to hear and I was quite 
near the front. It will be good if that could be overcome. Performing out of doors is never easy; this company always does extremely 
well regarding audibility; Pippa, Jayne, Anthony, Emmeline, Rob, and Matthew all spoke with outstanding clarity. Just occasionally, 
I had trouble hearing Orsino and Sebastian, usually when their heads were turned to one side. It's really difficult to avoid this, I 
know.

Rain or Shine Theatre Company is touring ‘Twelfth Night’ throughout the summer – pack a picnic and prepare to be thoroughly 
entertained! You’ll be given food for thought as well as the musical food of love.

www.rainorshine.co.uk


